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-cluster like intermediate en route
to the nitrogenase FeMo-co†‡

Leon P. Jenner, a Mickael V. Cherrier, a Patricia Amara, a Luis M. Rubio *b

and Yvain Nicolet *a

The nitrogenase MoFe protein contains two different FeS centers, the P-cluster and the iron–molybdenum

cofactor (FeMo-co). The former is a [Fe8S7] center responsible for conveying electrons to the latter,

a [MoFe7S9C-(R)-homocitrate] species, where N2 reduction takes place. NifB is arguably the key enzyme

in FeMo-co assembly as it catalyzes the fusion of two [Fe4S4] clusters and the insertion of carbide and

sulfide ions to build NifB-co, a [Fe8S9C] precursor to FeMo-co. Recently, two crystal structures of NifB

proteins were reported, one containing two out of three [Fe4S4] clusters coordinated by the protein

which is likely to correspond to an early stage of the reaction mechanism. The other one was fully

complemented with the three [Fe4S4] clusters (RS, K1 and K2), but was obtained at lower resolution and

a satisfactory model was not obtained. Here we report improved processing of this crystallographic data.

At odds with what was previously reported, this structure contains a unique [Fe8S8] cluster, likely to be

a NifB-co precursor resulting from the fusion of K1- and K2-clusters. Strikingly, this new [Fe8S8] cluster

has both a structure and coordination sphere geometry reminiscent of the fully reduced P-cluster (PN-

state) with an additional m2-bridging sulfide ion pointing toward the RS cluster. Comparison of available

NifB structures further unveils the plasticity of this protein and suggests how ligand reorganization would

accommodate cluster loading and fusion in the time-course of NifB-co synthesis.
Introduction

In stark contrast to the energy-intensive Haber–Bosch process,1

nitrogen-xing bacteria and archaea can transform atmo-
spheric N2 to NH3 at ambient temperature using nitrogenases.2

These enzymes carry unique and complex metalloclusters that
enable their function.3 Themost prominent of these is FeMo-co,
the catalytic [MoFe7S9C-(R)-homocitrate] cluster of molyb-
denum nitrogenase,4–6 which is supplied with electrons by
a specialized [Fe8S7] redox site termed the P-cluster.7,8 Each of
these complex clusters originates from the combination of two
simple [Fe4S4] clusters.9,10 P-cluster maturation occurs in situ on
the catalytic MoFe protein component of nitrogenase, typically
requiring the dinitrogenase reductase (Fe protein) component,
but also achievable in vitro using a strong reducing agent
(��500 mV vs. standard hydrogen electrode).11,12 FeMo-co
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formation is more complicated and initially requires the dedi-
cated radical S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) enzyme NifB.13

The exact mechanism of NifB has yet to be elucidated, but
since the purication of functional enzyme was achieved less
than two decades ago13 much has been discovered about its
structure and activity.3 NifB can bind three [Fe4S4] clusters, two
of which fuse and incorporate additional C and S atoms to
produce NifB-co, the [Fe8S9C] cluster that serves as biosynthetic
precursor to FeMo-co.13,14 NifB-co is then transferred to the
scaffold protein NifEN where Mo and R-homocitrate are inser-
ted through a complex and ill-characterized process. This
mature FeMo-co is then transferred to apo-MoFe protein (con-
taining P-clusters but devoid of FeMo-co) to yield catalytically
competent enzyme.13,15 Of the three NifB [Fe4S4] clusters, one
binds to a typical Cx3Cx2C radical SAM specic motif (the RS-
cluster) corresponding to C38, C42 and C45 in Meth-
anobacterium thermoautotrophicum (MthNifB, all residue
numbers refer to this organism unless stated otherwise).16

Radical SAM enzymes belong to a superfamily of over 120 000
members catalyzing a broad range of reactions with various
substrates.17 Almost all of them use a [Fe4S4]

+ cluster to cleave
SAM into methionine and a highly reactive 50-deoxyadenosyl
radical (50-dAc). In most cases, the 50-dAc abstracts a hydrogen
atom from a substrate to trigger a radical-based reaction.

The remaining two [Fe4S4] clusters of NifB are substrates for
the formation of NifB-co. These are believed to be in close
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 5269–5274 | 5269
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proximity at some stage of the reaction and are jointly termed
the K-cluster or individually referred to as K1 and K2. Inter-
atomic distances determined by pulsed EPR and X-ray spec-
troscopy experiments were used to propose C18, C52 and C115 in
MthNifB as K1 ligands with occasional ligation from an
unknown histidine.10 The recent crystal structure ofMethanotrix
thermoacetophila (MtNifB) solved by X-ray diffraction18 identi-
ed H31, C18 and C115 as K1 ligands, but unexpectedly featured
C52 as fourth ligand of the RS cluster. Importantly, C52 was part
of a short exible loop, which also provides E53 as a fourth
ligand of the K1-cluster.18 The residues C260 and C263 were
proposed as K2-cluster ligands because their replacement with
alanine led to [Fe4S4]

+ cluster EPR signal disappearance along
with impaired NifB-co production.16 Spectroscopically-
determined interatomic distances are consistent with this
ligand assignment and suggested C264 as an additional K2-
cluster ligand in Methanosarcina acetivorans NifB, although
this residue is not conserved inMthNifB orMtNifB.10 Equivalent
residues to C260 and C263 are present in the sequence ofMtNifB,
however the published structure does not model these residues
as the lack of K2-cluster resulted in disordered C-terminus
stretch.18

Radioisotope labeling indicated that the carbide ion of NifB-
co originates from one SAM molecule, which is converted to S-
adenosyl-L-homocysteine (SAH).19 Combined site-directed
mutagenesis and EPR spectroscopy experiments supported
that such SAM binding requires that all the [Fe4S4] clusters are
reduced beforehand and suggested that the K2-cluster receives
the methyl group of SAM.10 Acid treatment of this species
liberated methanethiol, consistent with the proposal that one of
the K2-cluster suldes may attack the methyl group of SAM as
part of a simple SN2 mechanism not involving radical chem-
istry.10 A second molecule of SAM then binds and is cleaved into
50-dAc, which abstracts a hydrogen atom from the transferred
methyl group to form a methylene radical species. This species
presumably deprotonates twice and remains inserted into the
forming cluster as a carbide ion.19 Both SAM reactions require
the cysteine ligands proposed for the RS- and K2-clusters (see
above).10 The nascent NifB-co then requires a ninth sulfur atom
at the belt position. It was possible to use sulte and reductant
to generate this S atom in vitro.20 However, an enzyme with
sulfur transferase activity probably performs this role in vivo.

The rst published 1.95 Å resolutionMtNifB crystal structure
only contained the RS- and K1-clusters and identied a exible
loop bound to the unique iron site of the RS-cluster and to the
K1-cluster via C52 and E53, respectively.18 We proposed that this
structure corresponds to an early stage of the reaction with only
the K1-cluster substrate loaded and the exible loop acting as
a stopper to prevent unwanted SAM binding and cleavage before
the K2-cluster is present.18 Replacing the exible loop ligands
C52 and E53 abolished NifB-co production but retained SAM
cleavage favoring 50-dAc formation over methyl transfer.18

More recently, a 3.0 Å-resolution crystal structure of NifB
from M. thermoautotrophicum was published by Kang and co-
workers with a full complement of three [Fe4S4] clusters (RS,
K1 and K2) in the absence of SAM.21 However, the authors fail to
convincingly model key structural information, especially
5270 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 5269–5274
relating to the [Fe4S4] clusters, which were modeled as perfect
cubes in the corresponding electron densities. The resulting
geometry and ligand coordination are thus not representative of
a true structure and no clear mechanistic conclusions can be
drawn from this model (Fig. S1‡). A careful look at the corre-
sponding electron density map clearly indicates that renement
was not carried out to convergence (Fig. S2 and S3‡). Indeed, in
addition to a failure in rening the [Fe4S4] clusters with correct
geometry and ligand bound restraints, other signicant parts of
the structure were not correctly modeled. For instance, many
omitted side chains have clear corresponding electron density
(Fig. S2‡) and the N-terminus stretches for both molecules in
the asymmetric unit have electron density present for residues
7–15 that were absent in the previously published model
(Fig. S2A‡). The same problem applies to the C-terminus stretch
of the chain Amolecule (Fig. S2D‡). All these observations led us
to reinvestigate the published X-ray data. Here we report an
improved processing of the structure, which sheds new light on
the rst steps of the NifB catalytic cycle and draws interesting
parallels to the formation of the P-cluster in nitrogenase.

Results

Our rened model (PDB 7BI7) contains residues 7-285 for chain
A and 7-277 for chain B and has Rwork and Rfree factors ¼ 0.202
and 0.239, respectively (in comparison to 0.262 and 0.314 for
PDB 7JMB) (see ESI and Table S1‡). The overall structure has an
RMSD of 0.38 Å when compared to PDB 7JMB. Many side chains
that were missing in the original structure were added when
present in the electron density map (Fig. S2, S4 and S5‡). As was
previously shown, NifB structure can be best described as a 3

4 b-
barrel that corresponds to the core RS-domain surrounded by
short N- and C-terminus stretches that dene K1- and K2-cluster
binding domains, respectively (see Fig. 1).

Manual placement of the [Fe4S4] K1- and K2-clusters at
reasonable distances to the different ligands was not possible.
Similarly, once correct geometry restraints for both the [Fe4S4]
clusters and ligands to iron bonds were set (2.3 Å for Cys–S–Fe
and 2.4 Å for His–N–Fe bonds), our attempts to rene the K1
and K2 clusters using BUSTER soware22 always led to
displacements of the two moieties bringing one of their
respective sulde ions closer to the other (Fig. S6‡). This
displacement, in addition to the observation of an unexplained
strong bump in the electron density map, suggested K1- and K2-
clusters might be fused, sharing one of their sulde ions, and
bridged together by a monoatomic ligand occupying the bump.
The oblong-shaped electron density surrounded by the strictly
conserved residues C18, H31, C115, C260 and C263 has a geometry
reminiscent of the coordination sphere of the reduced P-cluster
from the nitrogenase MoFe protein (Fig. 2).

Replacing the K1 and K2 clusters with a P-cluster model in its
reduced PN state (residue CLF from PDB 3U7Q) displays a nearly
perfect t to the electron density. Unexpectedly, when super-
imposing this P-cluster like center with that from the MoFe
protein, a perfect match is also observed between the positions
of the ligand residues C18, H31, C115, C260 and C263 (NifB) and a-
C88, a-C154, a-C62, b-C70 and b-C153 (MoFe protein; see Fig. 2 and
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 MthNifB crystal structure. The radical SAM core structure b-
barrel is depicted in red (strands) and blue (helices). The N- and C-
terminal domains are depicted in orange and green, respectively. The
FeS-cluster iron and sulfur atoms are represented in brown and yellow
spheres, respectively. The bridging cysteine residue C18 that belongs to
the N-terminal domain is indicated. The flexible loop is depicted in
purple. C52 and E53 are also indicated.

Fig. 2 Close-up of the K1 and K2 cluster-binding site. (A) Fo � Fc
difference Fourier electron density map (omit map) around the K-
cluster contoured at 3s. (B) Coordination geometry of the K-cluster in
the newly refined structure. (C) Model of two independent [Fe4S4]
clusters in the same Fo � Fc difference Fourier electron density map
(omit map) as in (A), illustrating a lower fit when compared to (A). The
arrow indicates the position of the bump observed in the electron
density map (see also Fig. S2C‡) (D) coordination geometry obtained
when refining two independent [Fe4S4] clusters. Both the ligand
coordination and the [Fe4S4] cluster contacts are chemically mean-
ingless. Stereoviews of each panel are available as Fig. S7–S10,‡
respectively.

Fig. 3 Overlay of the P-cluster from the MoFe protein (PN-state; PDB
3U7Q) and the K-cluster from NifB. Only the P- and K-cluster atoms
were used for superposition. The carbon atoms of amino acid residues
serving as ligands of the P- and K-clusters are depicted in black and
purple, respectively. In the MoFe-protein, residues C62, C88 and C154

belong to chain C (NifD or a chain), while residues C70, C95 and C153

belong to chain D (NifK or b chain). A stereoview is available as
Fig. S11.‡

Edge Article Chemical Science
3). Strikingly, the Sg of residue b-C95 in MoFe protein is located
at the same position as the previously unmodeled bump in the
electron density. This bump was therefore modeled as a sulde
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
ion bridging two iron atoms resulting in a novel [Fe8S8] cluster
with P-cluster-like structure (see Fig. 2 and 3). We propose that
this model corresponds to the true K-cluster, which, rather than
previously proposed discrete [Fe4S4] modules, would be an
already fused cluster intermediate during the conversion of K1
and K2 into NifB-co (the L-cluster). Unfortunately, current data
resolution does not allow more accurate description of its
geometry and would require higher-resolution diffraction data
to determine its exact structure. However, it is notable that the
external bridging sulde ion points toward the unique Fe site of
the RS-cluster and is kept in place by strictly conserved residues
N194 and K192 (see Fig. S6‡). Both residues are located in the
crevice dened by the partial b-barrel of the RS-domain. This
suggests that this sulde, already occupying a position analo-
gous to the belt suldes in FeMo-co, might be the actual
acceptor site for methyl transfer from SAM. In addition, at this
stage of reaction mechanism, residue C18 from the N-terminus
domain previously identied as ligand of the K1-cluster at an
earlier stage,18 occupies a bridging position between the two
moieties of the K-cluster, analogous to a FeMo-co belt sulde.

The distance between the belt sulde and the RS-cluster
unique iron is 10.5 Å (see Fig. 1). As previously shown, despite
the fact that no SAM-bound NifB structure is available, all the
SAM-binding motifs are present at the RS-cluster site. This
suggests that SAM would bind to NifB in the same orientation
observed in all other radical SAM enzymes.23 Yet, in that
orientation, the SAM methyl would be positioned on the
opposite side of the K-cluster. If this were the case, methyl
transfer would logically require either an alternative SAM
binding mode or a shuttle residue as yet unidentied. We used
molecular docking to screen for plausible alternative SAM
binding modes (see ESI‡ for details). In the high score poses,
Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 5269–5274 | 5271
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the adenine moiety always binds to the classical SAM binding
site (Fig. S12‡). However, differences are observed at the ribose
moiety, with poses placing the methyl group at an average of 3.7
Å from the belt-sulde ion, compatible with direct transfer.
Unlike most radical SAM enzymes, NifB does not contain
a conserved E/D residue that interacts with the 20 and 30

hydroxyl groups of the ribose moiety. Instead, NifB has
a conserved threonine residue at that position (T141) that always
interacts with the ribose 30 hydroxyl group as S126 does in MoaA
(PDB 1TV8).24 This peculiar feature may result in looser inter-
actions that would allow increased exibility of SAM binding
leading to alternative binding modes to allow both methyl
transfer and SAM cleavage from the same site. Further experi-
mental evidence is required to settle this question.

Discussion

The K-cluster structure presented here unveils a key step in the
mechanism of NifB and is consistent with the requirement of
K1- and K2-clusters reduction prior to methyl transfer.25 We
propose that, similar to what has been reported for P-cluster
synthesis,11 K-cluster formation could be induced by full
reduction of two [Fe4S4]

2+ centers in proximity. An all-ferrous K-
cluster hypothesis is attractive because it would render the
external bridging sulde more nucleophilic, consistent with
a subsequent SN2 type attack on the methyl group of SAM. In
addition, it might facilitate subsequent carbide insertion as the
internal m6-bound sulde could be displaced by carbide to
another belt position. However, it must be noted that nonen-
zymatic P-cluster synthesis requires the strong reductant Ti(III)
citrate,11 whileMthNifB was fully reconstituted with FeS clusters
and treated with sodium dithionite as reductant before crys-
tallization.21 In addition, previous EPR analyses of dithionite-
reduced NifB reported a three-[Fe4S4]

+ state of the enzyme,10,16

although further K1 and K2 reduction to the [Fe4S4]
0 state in

some NifB molecules cannot be discarded as only the [Fe4S4]
+

state is detectable by EPR. The time-scale difference between
EPR and X-ray crystallography experiments (seconds versus
days) might also allow for complete reduction and cluster
fusion to occur before crystallization. Thus, advanced spectro-
scopic NifB characterization is required to establish the K-
cluster reduction state.

Structural comparison between the K-cluster boundMthNifB
and the K1-cluster bound MtNifB shows that their N-terminal
and RS-domains are highly similar with RMSD ¼ 0.96 Å for
234 aligned Ca atoms and about 50% amino acid sequence
identities. Residues corresponding to C18, H31 and C115 and the
K1-cluster or K1-cluster derived fragment of the K-cluster, sit at
the same position in both structures, suggesting only slight
motions of that region would occur upon cluster fusion.
Conversely, the unique exible loop that contains strictly
conserved residues C52 and E53 (in purple in Fig. 1) is now
pushed back out of the active site crevice, freeing the RS-cluster
to bind SAM and allowing K-cluster formation, as was previ-
ously proposed. Substitution of either of these two residues led
to NifB protein variants with greatly reduced levels of NifB-co
production that were still able to unproductively cleave SAM.18
5272 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 5269–5274
We previously proposed that this specic loop would play a role
in controlling SAM binding and cleavage depending on the
presence of the K2-cluster, a hypothesis also supported by this
new structure.

Kang and colleagues proposed that residue H24 was a ligand
of the K2-cluster.21 However, this residue is not conserved in all
NifB sequences and can sometimes be shied by one position
in the primary amino acid sequence. Examination of NifB
amino acid sequence alignments indicates that there is no
insertion or deletion in that region between the HPC and
Cx2Cx2C motifs (residues 16–18 and 38–45, respectively) and
both Mth and MtNifB structures display the same structure for
the N-terminal domain. Thus, as evidenced by the MtNifB
structure, the shi places H24 too far from the K2-cluster
binding site to reasonably be considered a ligand of the K2-
cluster.18 Conversely, H24 is oen replaced by asparagine. Both
residues can establish hydrogen bonds with one of the K-cluster
sulde ions, as suggested in the corrected MthNifB structure
presented in this work. Such N–H–S hydrogen bonds are
commonly observed in the structures of FeS-cluster containing
proteins, so it is more likely that H24 is semi-conserved for this
role in stabilizing and tuning redox potential, rather than being
a direct ligand. Thus, the K2-cluster has only two identied
cysteinyl ligands and no obvious candidates for possible third
and fourth ligands.

TheMthNifB structure indicates that the C-terminal domain,
starting at residue 255, spans over the partial b-barrel. It
consists of a short b-strand interacting with the edge of the RS-
domain, followed by a loop that contains cysteine residues C260

and C263 and a b-hairpin, which interacts with the rst strand of
the RS-domain (in green in Fig. 1). Both the apo-MthNifB and
K1-bound MtNifB structures highlight that the presence of
[Fe4S4]-clusters is key to the folding of their domains.18,21 As we
previously proposed, the structural arrangement of the N- and
C-terminal domains supports a mechanism where K1 is loaded
rst sequentially rather than K1 and K2 being loaded simulta-
neously (see Fig. 4).18 Indeed, considering the partial b-barrel as
the structural core of NifB, the N-terminal domain is located at
its bottom, placing the K1-cluster deep inside the crevice (see
Fig. 1). The short C-terminal domain acts like a strap, closing
the side of the b-barrel to stabilize the K2-cluster in a less-buried
environment (in green in Fig. 1). These observations suggest
that upon [Fe4S4] cluster loading by an iron–sulfur cluster
scaffold or chaperone (like NifU in Azotobacter vinelandii),3 the
K1-cluster would bind rst, stabilizing the N-terminal domain
in its observed position in both Mt and MthNifB structures.18,21

Then, the short loop that contains C260 and C263 would
accommodate the K2-cluster. It is not clear whether residues E53

and C18 would play a role in this step. Upon reduction, the two
clusters would get close enough for fusion to occur with only
minor structural changes to NifB itself, such as a slight
displacement of the loop with C260 and C263. K-cluster forma-
tion would then trigger the release of the exible loop and allow
SAM binding. Since the analogous P-cluster exhibits different
structures depending on its redox state, it cannot be excluded
that similar intermediate forms may exist during or aer K-
cluster fusion.26 Further structural characterizations of well-
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Schematic view of the early steps for NifB-co formation by NifB. (A) NifB initially binds two [Fe4S4] clusters, an RS-cluster (not shown) and
a K1-cluster with four ligands including labile E53 on a flexible loop.18 (B) E53 is displaced allowing a second [Fe4S4] cluster, K2, to bind to previously
disordered C-terminal residues C260, C263 and likely one or two unknown additional ligands. (C) The ordered coordination environment then
forces K1 and K2 into proximity where they fuse into a single [Fe8S8] K-cluster (the structure in this work). NB: This mechanism is not charge
balanced, pending further spectroscopic evidence to identify the oxidation states of the clusters.

Edge Article Chemical Science
dened redox states at higher resolution would therefore be
required to better understand how these clusters fuse.

The K-cluster coordination observed in the MthNifB struc-
ture suggests that upon rearrangement from K to NifB-co, H31

and C263 would be displaced by the new belt sulde in agree-
ment with the previous observation of a loss of a nitrogen
ligand.27 C260 and C115 in this case would remain bound to the
two terminal iron ions and C18 would still occupy a bridging
position where the ninth sulde ion would bind at a later stage
to produce NifB-co. Strikingly, C18 belongs to the N-terminal
domain and is thus located at the bottom of the partial b-
barrel (see Fig. 1). As was suggested by the X-ray structure of the
apo MthNifB (PDB 7JMA),21 when unbound to clusters, the N-
terminal domain is disordered. Thus, this domain may move
to give access to the active site. In a recent in vitro study, a sulte
ion serves as source of the missing belt sulde.20 We propose
that in this case sulte would replace C18 and be reduced step-
wise by 6 electrons. However, in vivo, a more typical sulfur
provider such as NifS or a sulfur transferase could interact with
NifB at the same site. Interestingly, a rhodanese-like gene (rhdN)
possibly encoding an enzyme with sulfur transferase activity is
found in the same transcriptional unit as nifB in Azotobacter
vinelandii.28 This would provide a sulde ion as a cysteine-
persulde species that could be reduced by 2 electrons in
a mechanism similar to [Fe2S2] cluster assembly in NifU or
IscU.29
Conclusions

Reinvestigating the NifB crystallographic data published by
Kang and co-workers, we structurally characterized the K-cluster
as a plausible [Fe8S8] intermediate in the time course of FeMo-
co biosynthesis. The novel structure of this cluster, as well as
knowledge of its protein coordination and analysis of the overall
protein structure provides highly valuable information about
the mechanism of NifB-co synthesis by supporting a stepwise
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sequence of FeS cluster fusion followed by methyl transfer to
a belt sulde. It also gives insight into how the protein matrix
would assist the structural changes necessary for NifB-co
production. Unexpectedly this intermediate is highly similar
to the P-cluster, highlighting a common mechanism in the
biosynthesis of both the P-cluster and FeMo-co with possible
evolutionary relationships between these two metal centers
present in the nitrogenase MoFe protein.
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